
VIGIL REPAIR & MAINTENANCE PROCEDURE 
FOR PARACHUTE RIGGERS & APPROVED SERVICE CENTERS

 POWER PACK REPLACEMENT:0 0

    Switch off the Vigil
    Remove the hologram (Vigil seal from the main box) and clean the rest of the previous 

hologram.
  Open the main box with the hexagonal key 
  Disconnect the old power pack                                          0
 Connect the new power pack 

Remark: This new power pack must have a hologram on the white sticker (pict 1).
    Close the main box with the hexagonal key
 Seal the hole of the screw with the delivered reserve Q.C. hologram(pict 2) The 00 0

number on the seal must be the same as the one on the new power pack(pict 1) and the 0
service card.0

 CUTTER UNIT REPLACEMENT:0

   Switch off the Vigil
   Remove the hologram (Vigil seal from the main box) and clean the rest of the      0

previous hologram.
 Open the main box with the hexagonal key 
 Partially unscrew the printed circuit board fixing screw  3 turns to the left (pict 3)00
   Unplug the old cutter unit 0 0
   Plug in the new cutter unit                                0 0
 Tighten the printed circuit board fixing screw  3 turns to the right (pict 3)0 0
    Close the main box with the hexagonal key0
   Seal the hole of the screw with the delivered reserve Q.C. hologram (pict 2). The 0

number on the seal must be the same as the one on the new cutter unit (pict 4) and the 0
service card.00
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 CONTROL UNIT REPLACEMENT:00

    Switch off the Vigil
    Remove the hologram (Vigil seal from the main box) and clean the rest of the 

previous hologram.
    Open the main box with the hexagonal key 0
    Partially unscrew the printed circuit board fixing screw  3 turns to the left (pict 3)0 0 0
    Unplug the old control unit0 0
    Plug in the new control unit              0 0 0
    Tighten the printed circuit board fixing screw  3 turns to the right (pict 3)0 0 0
   Close the main box with the hexagonal key0
 Seal the hole of the screw with the delivered reserve Q.C. hologram (pict 2) . The 0

number on the seal must be the same as the one on the new control unit (pict 5) and the 0 0
service card.

      Pict 5

 SOFTWARE UPDATE:

Update is not mandatory and can be done with a possible repair or maintenance.0
Software update can only be done by AAD s.a./n.v. Brussels.
 

 CUTTER ACTIVATION:

   Try to download the graph with the IR download box or send it to the 
 nearest dealer who can do it.   
   Fill in the “life saving report” (can be downloaded on our website: 
 www.vigil.aero\downloads\  ) (Annexe 1.)
 and send it by fax to AAD Brussels (Fax: 0032/ 2 736 06 27)

  AAD Brussels will analyse the file (graph) and determine if it is an actual life saving (free 
cutter unit replacement) or not (cutter unit to be paid by customer)

   To change the cutter unit (see cutter unit change procedure)       0

GENERAL REMARKS:
When a subpart is replaced (power pack, cutter unit or controller unit) please always 
update your internal customer list and send back the filled in Service Card to AAD s.a./
n.v. Brussels for your customers warranty.
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